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Abstract  
This paper presents the Shock ARrival Model (SARM) for predicting shock arrival times for 
distances from 0.72 AU to 8.7 AU by using coronal mass ejections (CME) and flare data. 
SARM is an aerodynamic drag model described by a differential equation that has been 
calibrated with a dataset of 120 shocks observed from 1997 to 2010 by minimizing the mean 
absolute error (MAE), normalized to 1 AU. SARM should be used with CME data (radial, 
earthward or plane-of-sky speeds), and flare data (peak flux, duration, and location). In the 
case of 1 AU, the MAE and the median of absolute errors were 7.0 h and 5.0 h respectively, 
using the available CME/flare data. The best results for 1 AU (an MAE of 5.8 h) were 
obtained using both CME data, either radial or cone-model-estimated speeds, and flare data. 
For the prediction of shock arrivals at distances from 0.72 AU to 8.7 AU, the normalized 
MAE and the median were 7.1 h and 5.1 h respectively, using the available CME/flare data. 
SARM was also calibrated to be used with CME data alone or flare data alone, obtaining 
normalized MAE errors of 8.9 h and 8.6 h respectively for all shock events. The model 
verification was carried out with an additional dataset of 20 shocks observed from 2010 to 
2012 with radial CME speeds to compare SARM with the empirical ESA model 
[Gopalswamy et al., 2005a] and the numerical MHD-based ENLIL model [Odstrcil et al., 
2004]. The results show that the ENLIL's MAE was lower than the SARM's MAE, which 
was lower than the ESA's MAE. The SARM's best results were obtained when both flare and 
true CME speeds were used. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the targets for space weather forecasters is to improve the interplanetary (IP) CME-
driven shock time arrival predictions. CMEs often drive interplanetary (IP) shocks that impart 
the ﬁrst pressure pulse on the magnetosphere resulting in sudden storm commencements 
[Chao and Lepping, 1974]. IP shocks are also drivers of high-energy solar energetic particle 
events, which can, for example, damage space-based equipment [Miller et al., 2003; Wilson 
et al., 2005], and interact with the Earth's atmosphere to produce penetrating neutrons that 
irradiate passengers and flight crews in commercial aircraft flying polar routes [Beck et al., 
2005]. 
Several models have been proposed to predict shock arrival times, from empirical 
approaches, like the ESA (Empirical Shock Arrival) Model [Gopalswamy et al., 2005a, 
2013], to numerical MHD-based models such as the WSA-ENLIL + Cone Model [Odstrcil et 
al., 2004], HAFv.3 model [Fry et al., 2001, 2003; McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2006; Smith et al., 
2009], the STOA (Shock Time of Arrival) [Dryer et al., 2004; Fry et al., 2001; McKenna-
Lawlor et al., 2006; Zhao and Dryer, 2014], and the Interplanetary Shock Propagation Model 
(ISPM) [Smith and Dryer, 1990]. The ESA and the ENLIL models will be used for 
comparison of the results later in the paper. 
The use of flare data for predicting CME-related IP phenomena, such as shocks and related 
SEP events is a topic that has been debated and researched for decades [Smith and Dryer, 
1990; McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2006; Núñez, 2011, 2015; Liu and Qin, 2012]. It is widely 
accepted that CMEs and ﬂares are not causally related to each other; however, there is 
empirical evidence of a close relationship between flares and CMEs. Yashiro and 
Gopalswamy [2009] reported nearly a one-to-one correspondence between ﬂares and CMEs, 
when energy ﬂuence exceeds 0.1 J m-2. Jain et al. [2010] showed that the speed of CMEs 
increases with the plasma temperature of X-ray ﬂares, having a correlation coefficient r = 
0.82. Núñez [2011] presented a SEP forecasting model, called UMASEP, that uses flare data 
to predict the occurrence of well-connected SEP events (obtaining a Probability of Detection 
(POD) of 90%), and the intensity of the prompt component of those well-connected events.  
From a physical perspective, some studies have been carried out to obtain a broader view of 
the whole CME-flare eruption process. For example, Chen et al. [2010] analyzed the physical 
connection between the acceleration of CMEs and associated flare energy release. They use 
the erupting flux rope model [Chen and Garren, 1993; Krall et al., 2000], in which the driver 
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is a poloidal flux injection. They concluded that injection of poloidal flux produces an 
electromotive force around the flux rope that can accelerate particles to X-ray energies. In 
summary, Chen et al. [2010] hypothesized that the poloidal flux injection, driver of flux rope 
eruptions, is also related to X-ray signatures. This can explain why empirical relationships 
exist between flare manifestations and CME travel times (e.g., [Caroubalos, 1964]; Pick and 
Vilmer [2008], and Reeves and Moats [2010] addressed this relationship quantitatively) 
In this paper, we use the SARM model to predict IP shock arrival times from CME and/or 
flare data. We assume that the restraining IP force on CMEs is the aerodynamic drag caused 
by a lower-speed ambient solar wind [Cargill, 2004; Vršnak et al., 2010]. The main goal of 
this paper is to calibrate a formula that predicts the interplanetary shock speed from CME 
data (radial, cone-model-estimated or plane-of-sky speed) and/or flare data (duration, peak 
flux and location). We use the term IP shock speed to mean the physical speed of the shock 
discontinuity in the solar wind detected by spacecrafts. This study presents empirical 
evidence that IP shocks (directly driven by CMEs) are correlated with flares. There are 
important justifications for using a combination of CME and flare data in SARM: As noted 
above, flare and CME are physically related to the energy release process. Flare data are easy 
to obtain for real-time and historic data, radial CME-speed data are less readily available. For 
most of the multi-spacecraft observations we used to calibrate the SARM model, only plane-
of-sky speeds were available. Since these speeds are rough earthward CME-speed 
approximations they are affected by projection effects.  
Section 3.1 shows that the best shock arrival time prediction results were obtained with either 
radial or cone-model-estimated CME data, and flare data; however, satisfactory results were 
obtained using flare data alone. It is important to mention that due to the current low 
availability of radial CME speeds, the SARM model is being applied with flare data alone for 
the real-time prediction of shock arrival times as part of a larger model that predicts >10 MeV 
SEP event occurrence, peak flux and duration for the European Space Agency [Garcia-Rigo 
et al., 2016]. 
The SARM model has been calibrated with a dataset of 120 observations of shocks by an in-
situ spacecraft from 1997 to 2010 from 0.72 to 8.7 AU. The shock arrival time prediction 
errors are presented in terms of mean absolute errors normalized to 1 AU, which are 
calculated as the mean absolute error divided by the distance (in AUs) at which the shock was 
detected. Finally, in this paper, we have compared SARM with the empirical ESA model and 
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the MHD-based ENLIL model using a dataset of 20 shocks analyzed in other studies 
[Taktakishvili et al., 2012; Gopalswamy, 2013] by using radial CME speeds and/or flare data 
during the interval 2010-2012, and with/without the consideration of multi-CME complex 
shock events. 
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the empirical SARM model, and the 
approach used to calibrate its coefficients from a dataset of 120 shock events; section 3 
presents the results, including the validation experiments with shock data that were not used  
in the calibration of the model; and, finally, section 4 presents the conclusions. 
2. Shock arrival time prediction model 
The Shock ARrival Model (SARM) that we present in this paper uses an equation of motion 
of a body under a drag force. A peculiarity of these problems is seen when the deceleration of 
the body is proportional to the square of its initial speed. For the case of the CME 
propagation, Cargil [2004] suggested that the drag force is 2)-( - SWCMEdrag VVAkF  , 
where k is the solar wind-induced drag coefficient for the CME, A is the cross-sectional area 
of the CME, ρ is the ambient solar wind density, VCME is the CME speed, and VSW is the 
ambient solar wind speed.  
Several authors [McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2002; Zhao and Feng, 2014] concluded that solar 
wind speed measurements VSW do not signiﬁcantly improve the shock arrival predictions, and 
their use in shock models is less of an advantage than might at ﬁrst appear. For the few 
benefits of using solar wind speed measurements VSW, and for the sake of simplicity in the 
posterior calibration process, we decided to construct a drag-based model that does not take 
into account the solar wind speed. With the aim of building this model, we know that for 
these problems in which the drag force is       [Conrad, 2002; Herman, 2013], the speed v 
of the body influenced by the drag force may be expressed with an exponential decrease that 
is a function of the distance x traveled from the initial location, and the drag coefficient  . 
Observational data [Wang et al., 2001, 2003] show that CMEs with very high initial speeds 
have corresponding IP shock speeds at distances > 1 AU that decrease very slowly out to 
several tens of AU. Thus we assume that the IP shock speed decreases gradually to an 
asymptotic shock speed, Va, whose value depends on CME and flare data. This speed Va is a 
mathematical approximation that is necessary to simplify the model and its calibration. 
Several multi-spacecraft studies have reported on shocks detected at 1 AU and later, at 
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several AUs [Riley et al., 2003; Gonzalez-Esparza et al., 1998]. From these studies, one can 
conclude that: 1) the shock speeds at distances of ~8.7 AU associated with most of the high-
speed CME events are notably greater than the average solar wind speed (e.g., see  Figure 1), 
and 2) the speeds of the aforementioned shocks decreased very slowly in most of their time 
traveling to those distances. 
To fit the observational data, we also adopt a simple mathematical model in which the shock 
speed has an exponential decrease until an asymptotic speed. We use observational data to 
calibrate the initial conditions, the drag coefficient, and the asymptotic speed of this model. 
Based on these approximations, the instantaneous IP shock speed (Vs) may be estimated as a 
function of the radial distance x from the sun, as:  
 
a
xk
x VeVcme
dt
dx
xVs  )(                                
(1) 
 
where x is the heliospheric distance from the sun to the IP shock, and Vcmex is the component 
of the radial CME initial speed (Vcme), projected on the axis from the sun to the spacecraft 
for which the arrival time will be predicted. Vcmex is calculated as Vcme cos ()*cos (), 
where  and  are the longitude and latitude of the associated flare from the spacecraft's 
viewpoint. We assume that the shock's front propagates radially from the associated flare's 
location. The use of the location of the associated flare as the propagation direction of the IP 
shock is an approximation to simplify the model and its calibration.  
In other words, Vcme is calculated along a vector that is normal to the solar flare site, and 
Vcmex is calculated along a vector in a different direction (i.e., the sun-spacecraft axis). 
Therefore, we need to project the initial CME speed on the sun-spacecraft axis by using the 
cosine function, which is an approach adopted by Gopalswamy [2013] for estimating 
earthward CME speeds from STEREO-observations-based radial CME speeds. This is 
appropriate for keeping scalar SARM and ESA equations; all of the parameters in the 
equations are parallel vectors.  
In order to properly use SARM, radial CME speeds should be used to calculate its component 
Vcmex in the direction of the target goal (i.e., the location of the shock observation); however, 
other CME speed types may be the only available data. Section 2.1  presents the used 
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approach to calculate Vcmex using plane-of-sky speeds without correction and with the cone-
model-based correction [Xie et al., 2004]. 
 
Note that equation (1) does not simulate the propagation speed of the CME; in fact, the CME 
speed is not used for any calculation, nor included in the calibration process. The differential 
equation (1) is used to simulate the shock displacements dx from the sun, to a distance Tx, 
where the spacecraft is located. SARM needs to solve the propagation formula described in 
equation (1) by using a numerical method (e.g., Runge Kutta 4th order) for iteratively 
simulating the shock location of every time step. The numerical solution calculates the 
instantaneous IP shock speed as a function of x, that is dx/dt = f(x), where f(x) is the 
differential equation (1), and where the initial conditions (x = 0 and t = 0) are also taken into 
account. This simulation may be summarized as follows: let us assume that at a time t1 the 
shock is at a distance x1 and propagates with a speed v1, calculated according to equation (1) 
for x = x1. With the purpose of performing a simulation until the time t1 + dt, the integration 
method uses v1 and dt to calculate the shock-traveled distance dx1. The simulation of the next 
time step dt takes into account the new shock location (i.e., x1 + dx1), and the new IP shock 
speed, say v2, calculated at the new location by using equation (1). The simulation process 
continues until x = xT, that is, until the shock reaches the target distance. Therefore the 
simulated time t at xT will be the SARM's predicted arrival time at the target location. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the design strategy of SARM in terms of an MHD-simulated shock speed  
profile (red curve) and the SARM's target shock speed profile (blue curve) for the case of the 
Bastille Day CME-driven shock on July 14th, 2000. The MHD-simulated profile was derived 
from the results obtained by Von Steiger & Richardson [2006] from 1 AU to 63 AU using a 
2.5-D MHD numerical model. The speeds for intermediate distances show a decrease in the 
CME deceleration to an observed shock speed at 63 AU of 460 km s
-1
. The deceleration is 
higher during the first hours of the CME expansion throughout the heliosphere, while the 
deceleration is very low at distances > 1 AU.  With the aim of predicting a similar behavior, 
the SARM's target shock speed profile assumes an asymptotic shock speed, Va, that is 
proportional to the released energy of the associated solar event. The initial CME speed and 
the peak flux and duration of the associated flare are well-documented manifestations of the 
released energy. For this reason Va is derived from CME and flare data. The rest of section 2 
explains the calibration approach of SARM (including how the drag coefficient k, as well as 
the formula to calculate Va from CME and flare data, were empirically found). 
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Figure 1. This figure illustrates the design strategy of the SARM model. The solid red 
curve shows an MHD-simulated shock speed profile as a function of distance (AU) from 
the sun to 6 AU for the case of the Bastille Day CME-driven shock on July 14th, 2000. This 
profile was derived from the results obtained by Von Steiger & Richardson [2006], using a 2.5-
D MHD numerical model [Wang et al., 2001; Wang and Richardson, 2003]. The green dashed 
line shows the mean solar wind speed, which is approximately 400 km s
-1
 according to several 
authors [Burlaga, 1995; Fleishman and Toptygin, 2013]. The blue curve shows the SARM's 
target shock speed profile: the IP shock speed decreases due to the solar-wind induced drag 
on its driver (i.e. the CME) until it reaches an asymptotic speed Va, which is calculated from 
the initial CME speed and the peak flux and duration of the associated flare. 
 
2.1. Empirical approximation of Vcmex from radial and non-radial CME speeds 
The procedure to estimate the CME speed component Vcmex depends on the target location 
of the spacecraft (e.g., Mars) for which the arrival time is going to be predicted, as well as the 
available CME data (radial, cone-model-estimated or plane-of-sky speeds). In general, we 
may say that if the CME speed in the direction of the spacecraft is not known, an estimate of 
the radial CME speed Vcme is needed to project it onto the direction from the Sun to the 
spacecraft, located at Earth or elsewhere in the solar system.  
If we know the radial CME speed (i.e., Vcme), Vcmex is Vcme projected on the sun-spacecraft 
axis; that is, Vcmex = Vcme cos() * cos (), where  is the longitudinal distance between the 
flare location and the spacecraft location and  is the latitudinal distance between the flare 
location and the spacecraft location. To predict shock arrival times at Earth,  and  are the 
associated flare's longitude and latitude. To make predictions for another place in the solar 
system,  is calculated as ' - , where ' is the flare's longitude from the earth's point of 
view, and  is the heliocentric longitudinal distance between the earth and the spacecraft. 
is calculated the same way in terms of latitudes. The longitudinal distance between the 
earth and the spacecraft is well-documented data for shock events observed at long distances. 
In those cases for which the earthward speed VcmeE is known (e.g., by using the Cone model 
approach), we use it to calculate Vcmex depending on the case. To predict shock arrival times 
at Earth, Vcmex = VcmeE. To make predictions for another place in the solar system, VcmeE is 
deprojected to make an estimation of the radial speed; that is, Vcme = VcmeE / (cos('). 
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cos('where ' and ' are the flare's longitude and latitude from the earth's point of view. 
Then, the radial speed is projected onto the direction from the Sun to the spacecraft, by using 
the approach mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
In those shock events for which plane-of-sky CME speed (VPOS) is the only available 
information, we need to infer the earthward speed, VcmeE, Michałek et al. [2003] reported 
that actual earthward speeds are 20% higher than plane-of-sky speeds. We used their finding 
as a first approximation of a statistical conversion factor: VcmeE = 1.2 VPOS. After completing 
SARM's calibration process (explained in section 2.3), we empirically confirmed Michałek et 
al's finding.  Taking advantage of the use of a larger dataset, we refined the statistical 
conversion factor to VcmeE = 1.26 VPOS, by minimizing the arrival time prediction errors. To 
predict shock arrival times at Earth, Vcmex = VcmeE. To make predictions for another place in 
the solar system, VcmeE is deprojected to make an estimation of the radial speed, which is 
projected onto the direction from the Sun to the spacecraft, by using the approach mentioned 
in the previous paragraphs. 
It is important to say that, while not very accurate, radial and cone-model estimated CME 
speeds are estimations that are closer to true values; for this reason, in this paper, we say that 
they are true speeds. In section 3, we study the effect on the accuracy of shock arrival time 
predictions by using true and plane-of-sky speeds (see Figure 5). 
 
2.2. SARM calibration steps 
The SARM calibration process uses equation (1) with interplanetary shock arrival times and 
solar associations in Table 1 to carry out an iterative data-driven three-step analysis to 
determine the coefficients that minimizes the mean absolute error (MAE), normalized to 1 
AU. The calibration process finally leads to equation (2). Table 1 presents the shock events 
that were used to calibrate SARM. It shows the observed IP shocks and the reported solar 
associations (i.e., CME and/or flare data) of 120 shocks observed from 1997 to 2010 at 
distances from 0.72 to 8.7 AU.  
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Table 1. List of shock events observed from 0.72 to 8.7 AU. The last column includes the references 
of the studies that investigated the shocks' solar associations and IP observations from spacecraft 
data, including ACE, IMP, Stereo, Mars Global Surveyor, Ulysses, and Cassini. 
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8:50       
 17, 18 
Eve
nt31 
1 9/15/99 
20:05 
50.
6 
0 
   
44
4 
15 17 9/13/99 
17:31       
 17, 18 
Eve
nt32 
1 2/11/00 
2:33 
65.
0 
0 
  
1089 
 
25 -26 2/8/00 
9:30  
N25
E26 
M1
.3 
8:
42 
9:
00 
9:
18 
 24 
Eve
nt33 
1 2/11/00 
21:28 
49.
6 
0 
  
954 
 
31 -4 2/9/00 
19:54       
 24 
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Shock's associated CME 
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Di
st 
Time Tim
e 
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anc
e 
 
Vc
me
b 
Vcme
E
c 
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S
d 
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g 
CME 
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nt 
(A
U) 
(UTC) (h) (deg
)  
(k
m/
s) 
Axis 
(km/s
) 
(k
m/
s) 
(de
g) 
(de
g) 
(UTC) 
 
Loc
atio
n 
Cl
as
s 
St
art 
Pe
ak 
en
d 
s/
cf 
Ref
g
 
Eve
nt34 
1 2/11/00 
23:18 
44.
8 
0 
   
94
4 
31 -4 2/10/00 
2:30       
 17, 18 
Eve
nt35 
1 2/14/00 
6:56 
50.
4 
0 
   
11
07 
26 23 2/12/00 
4:31  
N26
W23 
M1
.7 
3:
51 
4:
10 
4:
31 
 17, 18 
Eve
nt36 
1 2/20/00 
20:50 
71.
3 
0 
   
55
0 
-29 -7 2/17/00 
21:30  
S29
E07 
M1
.3 
20
:1
7 
2
:3
5 
2
:0
7 
6 9, 10, 
11, 17 Eve
nt37 
1 2/20/00 
21:00 
71.
5 
0 
  
719 
 
n/a n/a 2/17/00 
21:30  
n/a M1
.3 
20
:1
7 
 
21
:0
7 
 24 
Eve
nt38 
1 4/7/00 
1:00 
56.
5 
0 
 
203
8   
16 66 4/4/00 
16:32  
N16
W66 
C9
.7 
15
:1
2 
15
:4
1 
16
:0
5 
 25 
Eve
nt39 
1 5/2/00 
10:44 
49.
8 
0 
   
54
0 
-11 18 4/30/00 
8:54       
 17, 18 
Eve
nt40 
1 6/8/00 
8:40 
40.
8 
0 
   
11
19 
33 -25 6/6/00 
15:54  
N33
E25 
X2
.3 
14
:5
8 
15
:2
5 
15
:4
0 
 11, 
17, 18 Eve
nt41 
1 6/8/00 
9:04 
41.
2 
0 
  
1282 
 
33 -25 6/6/00 
15:54  
N33
E25 
X2
.3 
14
:5
8 
15
:2
5 
15
:4
0 
 24 
Eve
nt42 
1 6/18/00 
17:02 
68.
9 
0 
   
10
81 
20 65 6/15/00 
20:06       
 17, 18 
Eve
nt43 
1 7/13/00 
9:18 
59.
5 
0 
   
13
52 
18 -49 7/10/00 
21:50  
N18
E49 
M5
.7 
21
:0
5 
21
:4
2 
22
:2
7 
 17, 18 
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Eve
nt44 
1 7/14/00 
15:32 
43.
0 
0 
   
82
0 
17 65 7/12/00 
20:30       
 16, 17 
Eve
nt45 
1 7/14/00 
15:39 
74.
2 
0 
   
10
78 
18 -27 7/11/00 
13:27       
6 9, 10, 
Eve
nt46 
1 7/15/00 
14:18 
27.
4 
0 
   
16
74 
18 27 7/14/00 
10:54  
N18
W27 
X5
.7 
10
:0
3 
10
:2
4 
10
:4
3 
6 9, 10, 
11, 12 Eve
nt47 
1 7/16/00 
1:00 
38.
1 
0 
 
168
6   
22 25 7/14/00 
10:54       
 25 
Eve
nt48 
1 7/28/00 
5:41 
74.
2 
0 
   
52
8 
6 3 7/25/00 
3:30  
N06
W03 
M8 2:
43 
2:
49 
2:
54 
 17, 18 
Eve
nt49 
1 8/11/00 
18:51 
50.
3 
0 
   
70
2 
11 11 8/9/00 
16:30  
N11
W11 
C2
.3 
15
:1
9 
16
:2
2 
17
:0
0 
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt50 
1 8/12/00 
10:00 
65.
5 
0 
 
960 
  
11 11 8/9/00 
16:30  
N11
W11 
C2
.3 
15
:1
9 
16
:
2 
17
:
0 
 25 
Eve
nt51 
1 9/6/00 
16:12 
117
.3 
0 
   
41
1 
10 60 9/1/00 
18:54  
N10
W60 
C9
.1 
18
:0
5 
18
:
0 
18
:3
0 
 17, 18 
Eve
nt52 
1 9/17/00 
16:57 
35.
6 
0 
   
12
15 
14 7 9/16/00 
5:18  
N14
W07 
M5
.9 
4:
06 
4:
26 
4:
48 
 17, 18 
Eve
nt53 
1 9/17/00 
17:00 
35.
7 
0 
  
1327 
 
14 7 9/16/00 
5:18  
N14
W07 
M5
.9 
4:
06 
4:
26 
:
48 
 24 
Eve
nt54 
1 9/18/00 
0:00 
42.
7 
0 
 
149
3   
14 7 9/16/00 
5:18  
N14
W07 
M5
.9 
4:
06 
4:
26 
:
48 
 25 
Eve
nt55 
1 10/3/00 
1:05 
55.
0 
0 
   
70
3 
-20 -42 9/30/00 
18:06  
S20
E42 
M1 17
:3
8 
18
:2
7 
19
:0
5 
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt56 
1 10/12/0
0 21:44 
69.
9 
0 
   
79
8 
1 14 10/9/00 
23:50  
N01
W14 
C6
.7 
2
:1
9 
23
:4
3 
0:
21 
6 9, 10, 
16, 17 Eve
nt57 
1 11/6/00 
9:20 
62.
9 
0 
   
29
1 
2 2 11/3/00 
18:26  
N02
W02 
C3
.2 
18
:3
5 
19
:0
2 
0
:0
6 
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt58 
1 3/19/01 
11:37 
79.
8 
0 
   
27
1 
11 9 3/16/01 
3:50       
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt59 
1 3/31/01 
9:00 
46.
6 
0 
 
913 
  
20 19 3/29/01 
10:26  
N20
W19 
X1
.7 
9:
57 
10
:1
5 
10
:3
2 
 25 
Eve
nt60 
1 4/11/01 
13:40 
45.
8 
0 
   
11
92 
-21 4 4/9/01 
15:54  
S21
W04 
M7
.9 
15
:2
0 
15
:3
4 
16
:0
0 
 1 
Eve
nt61 
1 4/11/01 
14:06 
46.
2 
0 
  
1210 
 
-21 4 4/9/01 
15:54  
S21
W04 
M7
.9 
15
:2
0 
15
:3
4 
16
:
0 
 24 
Eve
nt62 
1 4/12/01 
0:00 
42.
5 
0 
 
126
0   
9 -52 4/10/01 
5:30  
N09
E52 
X2
.3 
5:
06 
5:
26 
5:
42 
 25 
Eve
nt63 
1 4/21/01 
15:31 
51.
0 
0 
   
39
2 
20 20 4/19/01 
12:30       
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt64 
1 4/28/01 
5:02 
40.
5 
0 
  
1003 
 
17 31 4/26/01 
12:30  
N17
W31 
M7
.8 
11
:2
6 
13
:1
2 
13
:1
9 
 24 
Eve
nt65 
1 4/28/01 
5:06 
40.
6 
0 
   
10
06 
17 31 4/26/01 
12:30  
N17
W31 
M7
.8 
11
:2
6 
13
:1
2 
13
:1
9 
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt66 
1 5/27/01 
14:52 
58.
8 
0 
   
5
9 
-9 4 5/25/01 
4:06       
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt67 
1 9/25/01 
20:18 
33.
8 
0 
  
1773 
 
-16 -23 9/24/01 
10:30  
S16
E23 
X2
.6 
9:
32 
10
:3
8 
11
:0
9 
 24 
Eve
nt68 
1 9/25/01 
20:45 
34.
3 
0 
   
24
02 
-16 -23 9/24/01 
10:30  
S16
E23 
X2
.6 
9:
32 
10
:3
8 
11
:0
9 
 1 
Eve
nt69 
1 10/21/0
1 22:00 
53.
2 
0 
 
145
2   
15 29 10/19/0
1 16:50  
N15
W29 
X1
.6 
16
:1
3 
16
:3
0 
16
:4
3 
 25 
Eve
nt70 
1 10/31/0
1 13:47 
50.
0 
0 
   
59
8 
12 -25 10/29/0
1 11:50  
N12
E25 
M3
.6 
10
:5
6 
11
:1
3 
11
:1
9 
6 9, 10 
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U) 
(UTC) (h) (deg
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) 
(k
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s) 
(de
g) 
(de
g) 
(UTC) 
 
Loc
atio
n 
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as
s 
St
art 
Pe
ak 
en
d 
s/
cf 
Ref
g
 
Eve
nt71 
1 11/6/01 
7:00 
38.
4 
0 
 
199
9   
38 6 11/4/01 
16:35  
N38
W06 
X1 16
:0
3 
16
:0
3 
16
:5
7 
 25 
Eve
nt72 
1 11/19/0
1 18:15 
60.
8 
0 
   
13
79 
-13 -42 11/17/0
1 5:30  
S13
E42 
M2
.8 
4:
49 
5:
25 
6:
11 
 1 
Eve
nt73 
1 11/24/0
1 4:52 
29.
4 
0 
  
1551 
 
n/a n/a 11/22/0
1 23:30  
n/a M9
.9 
22
:3
2 
 
0:
06 
 24 
Eve
nt74 
1 11/24/0
1 5:50 
30.
3 
0 
   
14
37 
-17 36 11/22/0
1 23:30  
S17
W36 
M9
.9 
22
:3
2 
23
:3
0 
:
06 
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt75 
1 11/24/0
1 17:00 
41.
5 
0 
 
280
9   
-17 36 11/22/0
1 23:30  
S17
W36 
M9
.9 
22
:3
2 
2
:3
0 
:
06 
 25 
Eve
nt76 
1 3/18/02 
12:33 
61.
5 
0 
   
90
7 
-8 3 3/15/02 
23:06       
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt77 
1 3/23/02 
10:47 
58.
9 
0 
   
10
49 
-19 60 3/20/02 
23:54  
S19
W60 
C5
.7 
23
:4
6 
0:
23 
0:
46 
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt78 
1 4/19/02 
8:00 
47.
6 
0 
   
12
31 
-14 1 4/17/02 
8:26       
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt79 
1 5/18/02 
19:50 
67.
0 
0 
   
60
0 
-22 -14 5/16/02 
0:50       
6 9, 10 
Eve
nt80 
1 5/18/02 
19:51 
67.
0 
0 
  
870 
 
-22 -14 5/16/02 
0:50       
 24 
Eve
nt81 
1 5/23/02 
18:00 
38.
2 
0 
 
195
7   
-30 34 5/22/02 
3:50       
 25 
Eve
nt82 
1 5/29/03 
19:10 
45.
1 
0 
   
11
22 
-7 17 5/27/03 
22:06  
S07
W17 
X1
.3 
22
:5
6 
23
:0
7 
23
:1
3 
 1 
Eve
nt83 
1 5/29/03 
19:10 
42.
3 
0 
   
96
4 
-7 20 5/28/03 
0:50  
S07
W20 
X3
.6 
0:
17 
0:
27 
0:
39 
 1 
Eve
nt84 
1 5/30/03 
16:20 
38.
9 
0 
   
13
66 
-6 37 5/29/03 
1:27  
S06
W37 
X1
.2 
0:
51 
1:
05 
1:
12 
 1 
Eve
nt85 
1 10/29/0
3 6:00 
18.
5 
0 
  
2752 
 
-16 -8 10/28/0
3 11:30  
S16
E08 
X1
7.2 
9:
51 
11
:1
0 
1
:2
4 
 24 
Eve
nt86 
1 10/29/0
3 6:10 
18.
7 
0 
   
24
59 
-16 -8 10/28/0
3 11:30  
S16
E08 
X1
7.2 
9:
51 
1
:1
0 
11
:2
4 
 1 
Eve
nt87 
1 10/30/0
3 1:00 
37.
5 
0 
 
286
8   
-16 -8 10/28/0
3 11:30  
S16
E08 
X1
7.2 
9:
51 
1
:1
0 
11
:2
4 
 25 
Eve
nt88 
1 10/30/0
3 20:00 
23.
1 
0 
   
20
29 
-15 2 10/29/0
3 20:54  
S15
W02 
X1
0 
20
:3
7 
20
:4
9 
21
:0
1 
 1 
Eve
nt89 
1 10/30/0
3 23:00 
26.
1 
0 
 
187
2   
19 30 10/29/0
3 20:54  
N19
W30 
X1
0 
20
:3
7 
20
:4
9 
21
:0
1 
 25 
Eve
nt90 
1 11/20/0
3 8:25 
47.
6 
0 
   
16
60 
0 -18 11/18/0
3 8:50  
N00
E18 
M3
.9 
8:
12 
8:
31 
8:
59 
 1 
Eve
nt91 
1 11/20/0
3 21:00 
60.
2 
0 
 
121
5   
0 11.8 11/18/0
3 8:50  
N00
W12 
M3
.9 
8:
12 
8:
31 
8:
59 
 25 
Eve
nt92 
1 7/27/04 
14:00 
47.
1 
0 
 
128
9   
8 33 7/25/04 
14:54  
N08
W33 
M1
.1 
4
:1
9 
15
:1
4 
16
:4
3 
 25 
Eve
nt93 
1 11/8/04 
7:00 
52.
9 
0 
 
152
5   
7 0 11/6/04 
2:06  
N07
W00 
M3
.6 
1:
40 
1:
57 
2:
08 
 25 
Eve
nt94 
1 9/11/05 
11:00 
39.
2 
0 
 
190
3   
-10 -58 9/9/05 
19:48  
S10
E58 
X6
.2 
19
:1
3 
20
:0
4 
20
:3
6 
 25 
Eve
nt95 
1 4/5/10 
7:58 
46.
9 
0 
 
101
1   
n/a n/a 4/3/10 
9:05   
- 
   
 13 
Eve
nt96 
1 4/5/10 
9:00 
39.
7 
0 
 
107
1   
n/a n/a 4/3/10 
17:16       
 15 
Eve
nt97 
1 5/29/10 
22:00 
56.
3 
0 
 
600 
  
n/a n/a 5/27/10 
13:39       
 15 
Eve
nt98 
1 6/3/10 
9:00 
55.
3 
0 
 
760 
  
n/a n/a 6/1/10 
1:40       
 15 
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Eve
nt99 
1 8/3/10 
5:00 
45.
2 
-
71.3  
128
4   
19 -34 8/1/10 
7:50  
N19
E34 
C3
.2 
7:
55 
8:
26 
9:
35 
 23, 15 
Eve
nt10
0 
1 8/17/10 
18:00 
79.
8 
78.5
7  
600 
  
17 52 8/14/10 
10:12  
N17
W52 
C4
.4 
9:
38 
9:
20 
10
:3
1 
 16 
Eve
nt10
1 
1.
38 
11/20/0
1 3:35 
70.
1 
-
55.9    
13
79 
-13 13.9
4 
11/17/0
1 5:30  
N13
E42 
M2
.8 
4:
49 
5:
25 
6:
11 
4 1 
Eve
nt10
2 
1.
4 
10/30/0
3 5:30 
42.
0 
-
21.5    
24
59 
-16 13.4
7 
10/28/0
3 11:30  
N16
E08 
X1
7.2 
9:
51 
11
:1
0 
:2
4 
4 1 
Eve
nt10
3 
1.
4 
10/31/0
3 11:30 
38.
6 
-
21.9    
20
29 
19 30 10/29/0
3 20:54  
S05
W02 
X1
0 
20
:3
7 
20
:4
9 
21
:0
1 
4 1 
Eve
nt10
4 
1.
43 
12/31/0
1 18:00 
69.
5 
-
72.3  
221
6   
-24 -
17.7 
12/28/0
1 20:30  
N50
E90 
X3
.4 
20
:0
2 
20
:4
5 
21
:3
2 
4 1 
Eve
nt10
5 
1.
43 
11/21/0
3 4:50 
68.
0 
-
29.8    
16
60 
0 11.8
3 
11/18/0
3 8:50  
N00
E18 
M3
.9 
8:
12 
8:
31 
8:
59 
4 1 
Eve
nt10
6 
1.
43 
5/31/03 
3:45 
50.
3 
31.3
5    
12
37 
-6 5.65 5/29/03 
1:27  
S06
W37 
X1
.2 
0:
51 
1:
05 
1:
12 
4 1 
Eve
nt10
7 
1.
44 
9/25/01 
19:55 
33.
4 
-
36.5    
24
02 
-16 13.4
5 
9/24/01 
10:30  
S16
E23 
X2
.6 
9:
32 
10
:3
8 
1
:0
9 
4 1 
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a 
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E
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nt 
(A
U) 
(UTC) (h) (deg
)  
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) 
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s) 
(de
g) 
(de
g) 
(UTC) 
 
Loc
atio
n 
Cl
as
s 
St
art 
Pe
ak 
en
d 
s/
cf 
Ref
g
 
Eve
nt10
8 
1.
44 
5/29/03 
23:20 
47.
5 
32.1 
   
96
4 
-7 -
15.1 
5/27/03 
23:50  
S07
W17 
X1
.3 
22
:5
6 
23
:0
7 
23
:1
3 
4 1 
Eve
nt10
9 
1.
44 
5/29/03 
23:20 
46.
5 
31.7
2    
13
66 
-7 -
11.7 
5/28/03 
0:50  
S07
W20 
X3
.6 
0:
17 
0:
27 
0:
39 
4 1 
Eve
nt11
0 
1.
53 
4/19/01 
3:35 
85.
5 
26.1
5  
119
9   
20 58.8
5 
4/15/01 
14:06  
S20
W85 
X1
4.4 
3
:1
9 
13
:5
0 
13
:5
5 
4 1 
Eve
nt11
1 
1.
57 
4/12/01 
11:00 
53.
5 
29.0
2    
24
11 
9 -52 4/10/01 
5:30  
N09
E23 
X2
.3 
5:
06 
5:
26 
5:
42 
4 1 
Eve
nt11
2 
1.
57 
4/12/01 
11:00 
67.
1 
29.0
2    92 
-21 -25 4/9/01 
15:54  
S21
W04 
M7
.9 
15
:2
0 
15
:5
4 
16
:0
0 
4 1 
Eve
nt11
3 
1.
58 
3/9/89 
20:15 
78.
0 
-72 
 
126
0   
35 3 3/6/89 
14:15  
N35
E69 
X1
5 
13
:5
0 
14
:0
5 
14
:4
0 
3 2 
Eve
nt11
4 
5 3/2/99 
0:00 
332
.8 
0 
   
n/a 22 14 n/a 
 
S23
W14 
M3
.2 
2:
49 
3:
12 
3:
45 
2 3, 20 
Eve
nt11
5 
5.
24 
11/13/0
3 16:19 
212
.4 
100 
 
265
7   
-34 -17 11/4/03 
19:54  
S19
W83 
X1
7.4 
1
:2
9 
9
:5
3 
20
:0
6 
1 4 
Eve
nt11
6 
5.
24 
11/15/0
3 0:03 
176
.2 
100 
 
223
7   
0 -10 11/7/03 
15:54       
1 4 
Eve
nt11
7 
5.
3 
1/26/05 
17:00 
154
.1 
29 
  
3675 
 
-17 32 1/20/05 
6:54  
N14
W61 
X7
.1 
6:
36 
7:
01 
7:
26 
2 21, 5 
Eve
nt11
8 
5.
4 
3/23/98 
21:30 
560
.7 
5.5 
   
17
6 
-3 -3.5 2/28/98 
12:48       
2 7 
Eve
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a This table presents the 120 shocks observed from 1997 to 2010, at distances from 0.72 to 8.7 AU, that were 
used to calibrate SARM. The following columns also present the reported solar associations. Column 1 lists 
the identifiers of the shocks. Columns 2-4 contain the shock data: column 2 presents the distances at which 
shocks were detected, column 3, the shock arrival time, and column 4, the IP shock transit time. Column 5 
lists the heliocentric longitudinal distance in degrees between Earth and the spacecraft. Columns 6-11 
present data from the CME associated with the corresponding shock: the radial CME speed Vcme (if 
available) is listed in column 6; the cone-model-based earthward CME speed VcmeE (if available), using the 
Xie et al. [2004]'s approach, is listed in column 7; if neither Vcme or VcmeE is available, column 8 lists plane-
of-sky speed from in the Catalog of CME events observed by the Large Angle and Spectrometric 
Coronagraph Experiment (LASCO) instrument in the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) Catalog 
(linear speed); columns 9 and 10 present the shock propagation direction in terms of the longitude and 
latitude of the associated solar event from the spacecraft's point of view; the first time of CME detection by 
LASCO is listed in column 11. Columns 12-16 present X-ray-related data from the flare associated with the 
corresponding shock; the location in column 12, the flare peak flux in column 13, the peak start, time and 
end time are listed in columns 14, 15, and 16, respectively, according to the NOAA/SWPC's edited event list 
(i.e., http://legacy-www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpdir/indices/events/events.txt). Finally, column 17 contains the 
bibliographic references from where each shock event, and its corresponding CME and flare associations,  
was taken. 
b Vcme is the radial CME speed. 
c VcmeE is the earthward CME speed obtained by using the cone-model approach explained in Xie et al. [2004]. 
d VPOS is the linear speed in the SOHO/LASCO catalog (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list). 
e Columns 9 and 10 list the shock propagation direction from the target spacecraft's point of view. See Section 2.1 to 
know more about the approach used to calculate the values of this column. 
f Spacecraft that is taken as reference for determining the shock arrival time: 1: Cassini; 2: Ulysses; 3: Phobos-2; 4: 
Mars Global Surveyor: 5: Stereo A/B: 6: WIND 
g Bibliographic references: 1:  [Falkenberg, et al., 2011]; 2:  [Aran et al., 2007]; 3: [Riley et al., 2003]; 4:  [Jian, 
2008]; 5: [Lepri et al., 2012]; 6: [Richardson et al., 2006]; 7: [Skoug et al., 2000]; 9: [Gopalswamy et al., 
2005a]; 10: http://lepmﬁ.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/mag_cloud_pub1p.html;  11: [McKenna-L. et al., 2002]; 12: 
[Burlaga et al., 2001]; 13:  [Xie et al., 2013]; 15: [Möstl et al., 2012];  16: [Steed et al., 2010]; 17: [Fry et al., 
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2003];  18: [Cho et al., 2003]; 19: [Lario et al., 2004]; 20: [Lario et al., 2001]; 21: [Gopalswamy et al., 2005b]; 
22: http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm by I. Richardson and H. Cane; 23: 
[Webb et al., 2013]; 24: [Xie et al., 2006] 
 
The strategy of the SARM's calibration approach is to get first estimates of the speed Va in Eq. 1 by 
using shocks observed at distances > 1 AU, and then, starting from these, refine the estimate of all 
parameters in Eq. 1 by using all shocks in Table 1. 
 
The overall idea is that: at distances > 1 AU, Va can be approximated by the distance Sun-
observer divided by the observed travel time (i.e., the IP shock transit speed); therefore, the 
purpose of the first two calibration steps is to obtain an approximate predictor of the speed Va 
from CME data alone and from flare data alone at distances > 1 AU. To this end, this 
approach uses coronagraphic measurements of CME speeds (explained in detail in Section 
S.1) and a proxy inferred from soft X-ray observations (explained in Section S.2). In the last 
calibration step (explained in detail in Section S.3), we found that the mean value of the two 
CME speeds (i.e., the observed CME speed and the X-ray-inferred proxy) is most appropriate, 
with the further advantage that a CME speed can be guessed even when the data coverage is 
incomplete. Starting from these first guesses of Va, all 120 shocks in Table 1 (from 0.72 to 8.9 
AU) are used to encounter the drag coefficient k and refine Va. During the last calibration step, 
full numerical simulations are undertaken, from the sun to the observed IP shock's distance, to 
calibrate the coefficients of equation (1) by minimizing the mean absolute error of arrival time 
predictions, normalized to 1 AU.  
 
In summary, section S describes the details of the coarse-to-fine optimization process 
approach used to transform equation (1) into equation (2), which presents the resulting 
formula for calculating the instantaneous IP shock speed:  
 
17 skm33042.0   x
x
x VdrivereVdriver
dt
dx
                                           
(2) 
where: 
 x is the heliospheric distance (in AUs) from the sun to the IP shock 
 Vdriverx is the Average (Vcmex, saVcmex) in km s
-1
. That is, if no flare data are 
available, Vdriverx = Vcmex; if no CME data are available, Vdriverx = saVcmex  
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 Vcmex is the radial CME speed Vcme projected on the sun-spacecraft axis; that is, 
Vcmex = Vcme cos() * cos (), where  and  are the longitude and latitude of the 
associated flare from the spacecraft's viewpoint. If radial CME speed is not available, 
the cone-model speed VcmeE may be used; that is, Vcmex = VcmeE. For more 
information about how to obtain Vcmex, see section 2.1. 
 saVcme is calculated as 1015 log10 (PFswpc x FDswpc) +5500, where PFswpc and 
FDswpc are the flare peak flux and the flare duration, using the NOAA/SWPC data. 
This empirical formula is introduced in this paper (see section S.2 for details about 
how this log-linear equation was obtained).  
 
2.3. SARM's triggering conditions for issuing shock arrival time predictions 
If SARM issues a forecast for each CME or flare occurrence, it will generate a high number 
of false alarms; therefore, SARM has to filter out some forecasts to maximize the number of 
issued forecasts and minimize the mean absolute error. We realized that the angular distance 
between the locations of the solar event and the spacecraft is an important CME geometry-
oriented triggering condition. We also realized that a minimum CME speed is an important 
triggering condition of forecasts that are only based on CME data; and a minimum flare peak 
flux is another important triggering condition of forecasts that are only based on flare data.  
We empirically found the following three forecast triggering rules, which were used in 
section 3 as necessary conditions to trigger forecasts: the minimum speed of Vcmex to issue a 
CME-related shock forecast is 330 km s
-1
; the minimum flare peak flux to issue an X-ray-
related shock forecast is C4; and, the maximum Euclidean angular distance  between the 
flare and the spacecraft locations is 60 degrees, where  is calculated as the square root of the 
sum of the squares of the longitudinal distance and the latitudinal distance between the 
aforementioned locations. 
As we mentioned in section 2, the asymptotic shock speed Va is calculated in terms of CME 
and flare data. Thus, equation (2) shows that the term Va is calculated as 0.42 Vdriverx + 330 
(i.e., the non-exponential summand in equation (2)), where Vdriverx is a function of CME 
and flare data. That is, Va  is estimated as the sum of two terms: the fixed term 330 km s
-1
, 
and the Vdriver-dependant term. If the minimum speed of Vcmex to trigger a SARM 
prediction is 330 km s
-1
 (as we mentioned in the previous paragraph), and there are no flare 
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data, Vdriverx is also 330 km s
-1
; therefore, the asymptotic shock speed Va for the minimum-
speed CME is 468.6 km s
-1
  (i.e., 0.42 x 330 + 330), which is larger than mean solar wind 
speed, as it should be.  
A web-based version of SARM that uses equation (2) to make shock arrival time forecasts is 
available in  http://spaceweather.uma.es/sarm/index.html 
3. Results and arguments  
The calibration data includes the shock data from Table 1 (i.e., from 1997 to2010), describing 
solar situations that are very diverse; therefore, section 3.1 includes the analysis of the 
prediction results with calibration data in order to give a better idea of the model’s expected 
strengths and weaknesses; and section 3.2 includes the validation results with shock data that 
were not used in the model’s calibration.  
3.1. Analysis of prediction results with calibration data 
Table 2 presents the SARM's predicted shock transit times for the events of Table 1. The last 
three columns show the normalized prediction errors (i.e. observed transit time - predicted 
transit time) for the 120 shocks, by using CME and/or flare data. Note that some of the 
predictions are not issued, because the properties of the associated solar event do not fulfill 
the SARM's triggering conditions explained in section 2.3. The last three columns are the 
main reference for presenting the analysis of the results in Figures 2 to 5. As shown in this 
table, the use of CME and flare data obtained a normalized mean absolute error of 7.1 h for 
all the events in Table 1 that meet SARM's triggering conditions, which is better than the 
mean absolute errors of the individual models, by using data from the CME alone (8.9 h), or 
by using flare data alone (8.6 h).  
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the errors listed in the last column of Table 2 (i.e., 
normalized errors of SARM's predictions from CME and flare data) for all shocks of Table 1 
(top chart) and for shocks at 1 AU (bottom chart). For both figures, the most frequent interval 
is [-2.5 h, 2.5 h]. Regarding normalized absolute errors, Figure 2a shows that the mean, 
median and standard deviation are 7.1 h, 5.1 h and 6.0 h, respectively. Figure 2b shows that 
the mean, median and standard deviation are 7.0 h, 5.0 h and 6.3 h, respectively. Although 
the performance of SARM's predictions for 1 AU is similar to the performance for all the 
analyzed distances, a closer analysis of the error performance as a function of the distance 
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(see Figure 3) shows that there are important differences in the performance of SARM's 
shock arrival predictions for different distances, taking into account shock events in Table 1. 
Table 2. Model's input data for each shock and its forecast error with flare and/or CME data (normalized to 1 
AU)
 a
 
                        
   
  
 
SARM's outputs 
     
  
      Predicted Shock Travel Times 
 
Normalized prediction error 
 
Shock 
  
Average With CME With Flare With CME & 
 
With CME With Flare With CME & 
 
Distance Vcmex  saVcmex  Vcmex & saVcmex Data Only Data Only Flare Data 
 
Data Only Data Only Flare Data 
Event AU km/s kms-1 kms-1 hours hours hours   hours hours hours 
Event1 0.7 1140 
 
1140 32.1 
 
32.1 
 
-4.42 c -4.42 
Event2 0.7 580 
 
580 41.9 
 
41.9 
 
12.30 c 12.30 
Event3 1.0 171 
 
171 
    
B c b, c 
Event4 1.0 617 
 
617 63.5 
 
63.5 
 
-3.31 c -3.31 
Event5 1.0 790 350 570 55.9 86.1 67.7 
 
14.57 -15.60 2.77 
Event6 1.0 1046 350 698 47.6 86.1 61.1 
 
22.97 -15.55 9.39 
Event7 1.0 585 
 
585 65.2 
 
65.2 
 
1.57 c 1.57 
Event8 1.0 989 977 983 49.2 55.7 52.2 
 
14.98 8.46 11.91 
Event9 1.0 189 
 
189 
    
b c b, c 
Event10 1.0 556 1398 977 
     
d d 
Event11 1.0 248 
 
248 
    
b c b, c 
Event12 1.0 552 
 
552 67.0 
 
67.0 
 
19.06 c 19.06 
Event13 1.0 222 
 
222 
    
b c b, c 
Event14 1.0 1448 1215 1332 38.5 46.4 42.1 
 
13.55 5.60 9.95 
Event15 1.0 1731 1215 1473 34.0 46.4 39.2 
 
18.42 5.94 13.14 
Event16 1.0 1325 
 
1325 40.9 
 
40.9 
 
-0.97 c -0.97 
Event17 1.0 330 
 
330 82.2 
 
82.2 
 
-0.75 c -0.75 
Event18 1.0 1416 1444 1430 39.1 41.8 40.4 
 
16.27 13.58 14.97 
Event19 1.0 1230 1444 1337 42.9 41.8 42.3 
 
12.81 13.96 13.40 
Event20 1.0 1018 
 
1018 48.3 
 
48.3 
 
3.10 c 3.10 
Event21 1.0 837 
 
837 
     
c d 
Event22 1.0 367 
 
367 79.2 
 
79.2 
 
0.47 c 0.47 
Event23 1.0 742 350 546 57.8 82.2 67.8 
 
8.70 -15.63 -1.30 
Event24 1.0 771 350 561 56.6 82.2 67.0 
 
8.27 -17.25 -2.12 
Event25 1.0 401 
 
401 76.6 
 
76.6 
 
-21.39 c -21.39 
Event26 1.0 542 350 446 67.5 82.2 74.1 
 
11.20 -3.50 4.60 
Event27 1.0 510 894 702 
     
d d 
Event28 1.0 1023 848 936 
     
d d 
Event29 1.0 582 1113 848 65.3 49.7 56.4 
 
-10.20 5.38 -1.32 
Event30 1.0 509 
 
509 69.4 
 
69.4 
 
3.35 c 3.35 
Event31 1.0 559 
 
559 66.5 
 
66.5 
 
-15.96 c -15.96 
Event32 1.0 1089 350 720 46.4 86.3 60.2 
 
18.70 -21.20 4.83 
Event33 1.0 954 
 
954 50.2 
 
50.2 
 
-0.65 c -0.65 
Event34 1.0 1189 
 
1189 43.9 
 
43.9 
 
0.95 c 0.95 
Event35 1.0 1395 480 937 39.5 76.9 52.1 
 
10.92 -26.50 -1.70 
Event36 1.0 693 460 577 59.9 76.6 67.3 
 
11.43 -5.29 4.08 
Event37 1.0 719 460 590 58.8 76.6 66.5 
 
12.72 -5.12 4.97 
Event38 1.0 791 357 574 
     
d d 
Event39 1.0 680 
 
680 60.5 
 
60.5 
 
-10.65 c -10.65 
Event40 1.0 1410 1650 1530 39.2 42.6 40.8 
 
1.55 -1.78 -0.03 
Event41 1.0 1282 1650 1466 41.8 42.6 42.2 
 
-0.60 -1.38 -0.98 
Event42 1.0 1362 
 
1362 
     
c d 
Event43 1.0 1704 1330 1517 34.4 54.6 42.2 
 
25.12 4.89 17.32 
Event44 1.0 1033 
 
1033 
     
c d 
Event45 1.0 1358 
 
1358 40.2 
 
40.2 
 
34.00 c 34.00 
Event46 1.0 2109 2028 2069 29.4 34.2 31.6 
 
-1.95 -6.75 -4.17 
Event47 1.0 1415 
 
1415 39.1 
 
39.1 
 
-1.00 c -1.00 
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Event48 1.0 665 594 630 61.2 64.9 63.0 
 
13.00 9.26 11.20 
          Table 2 (cont.) 
         
   
  
 
SARM's outputs 
     
  
      Predicted Shock Travel Times 
 
Normalized prediction error 
 
Shock 
  
Average With CME With Flare With CME & 
 
With CME With Flare With CME & 
 
Distance Vcmex  saVcmex  Vcmex & saVcmex Data Only Data Only Flare Data 
 
Data Only Data Only Flare Data 
Event AU km/s kms-1 kms-1 hours hours hours   hours hours Hours 
Event49 1.0 885 
 
885 52.5 
 
52.5 
 
-2.15 c -2.15 
Event50 1.0 926 
 
926 51.1 
 
51.1 
 
14.37 c 14.37 
Event51 1.0 518 350 434 
     
d d 
Event52 1.0 1531 1050 1291 37.1 48.5 42.0 
 
-1.40 -12.83 -6.35 
Event53 1.0 1327 1050 1189 40.8 48.5 44.3 
 
-5.12 -12.78 -8.63 
Event54 1.0 1439 1050 1245 38.7 48.5 43.0 
 
4.03 -5.78 -0.32 
Event55 1.0 886 589 737 52.5 76.0 62.0 
 
2.51 -20.99 -7.04 
Event56 1.0 1005 350 678 48.7 81.4 60.9 
 
21.22 -11.48 9.05 
Event57 1.0 367 
 
367 79.2 
 
79.2 
 
-16.30 c -16.30 
Event58 1.0 341 
 
341 81.2 
 
81.2 
 
-1.44 c -1.44 
Event59 1.0 811 1436 1124 55.1 41.9 47.6 
 
-8.53 4.67 -1.00 
Event60 1.0 1502 1157 1330 37.6 46.6 41.6 
 
8.22 -0.85 4.17 
Event61 1.0 1210 1157 1184 43.4 46.6 45.0 
 
2.83 -0.42 1.25 
Event62 1.0 773 2597 1685 56.6 36.1 44.0 
 
-14.10 6.45 -1.52 
Event63 1.0 494 
 
494 70.4 
 
70.4 
 
-19.35 c -19.35 
Event64 1.0 1003 1610 1306 48.8 41.0 44.5 
 
-8.22 -0.45 -4.00 
Event65 1.0 1268 1610 1439 42.1 41.0 41.5 
 
-1.48 -0.38 -0.93 
Event66 1.0 717 
 
717 58.9 
 
58.9 
 
-0.13 c -0.13 
Event67 1.0 1773 2073 1923 33.4 32.6 33.0 
 
0.43 1.25 0.85 
Event68 1.0 3027 2073 2550 22.1 32.6 26.3 
 
12.17 1.70 7.93 
Event69 1.0 1228 1342 1285 43.0 45.2 44.1 
 
10.19 7.97 9.10 
Event70 1.0 753 567 660 57.4 69.8 63.0 
 
-7.42 -19.80 -13.00 
Event71 1.0 1574 1394 1484 36.3 46.2 40.7 
 
2.09 -7.73 -2.25 
Event72 1.0 1738 1017 1377 33.9 58.0 42.8 
 
26.88 2.73 18.00 
Event73 1.0 1551 1633 1592 36.7 42.2 39.3 
 
-7.33 -12.83 -9.90 
Event74 1.0 1811 1633 1722 32.9 42.2 37.0 
 
-2.55 -11.87 -6.62 
Event75 1.0 2172 1633 1903 28.7 42.2 34.2 
 
12.80 -0.70 7.35 
Event76 1.0 1143 
 
1143 45.0 
 
45.0 
 
16.45 c 16.45 
Event77 1.0 1322 350 836 
     
d d 
Event78 1.0 1551 
 
1551 36.7 
 
36.7 
 
10.87 c 10.87 
Event79 1.0 756 
 
756 57.2 
 
57.2 
 
9.77 c 9.77 
Event80 1.0 870 
 
870 53.0 
 
53.0 
 
14.05 c 14.05 
Event81 1.0 1388 
 
1388 39.6 
 
39.6 
 
-1.46 c -1.46 
Event82 1.0 1414 1000 1207 39.1 50.4 44.1 
 
5.94 -5.31 1.02 
Event83 1.0 1215 1562 1389 43.3 38.3 40.6 
 
-0.94 4.03 1.70 
Event84 1.0 1721 1058 1389 34.1 53.9 41.8 
 
4.78 -15.04 -2.89 
Event85 1.0 2752 2883 2817 23.9 23.9 23.9 
 
-5.35 -5.38 -5.37 
Event86 1.0 3098 2883 2990 21.7 23.9 22.7 
 
-2.98 -5.21 -4.05 
Event87 1.0 2732 2883 2808 24.0 23.9 23.9 
 
13.52 13.62 13.57 
Event88 1.0 2557 2051 2304 25.3 30.8 27.8 
 
-2.18 -7.67 -4.65 
Event89 1.0 1531 2051 1791 37.0 34.7 35.9 
 
-10.93 -8.63 -9.75 
Event90 1.0 2092 917 1504 29.5 52.9 37.9 
 
18.05 -5.29 9.70 
Event91 1.0 1190 917 1054 43.9 52.0 47.6 
 
16.32 8.15 12.60 
Event92 1.0 1074 853 963 46.8 59.2 52.2 
 
0.32 -12.07 -5.12 
Event93 1.0 1514 654 1084 37.4 62.0 46.6 
 
15.55 -9.08 6.33 
Event94 1.0 1003 2387 1695 48.8 42.3 45.3 
 
-9.57 -3.08 -6.10 
Event95 1.0 917 
 
917 51.4 
 
51.4 
 
-4.52 c -4.52 
Event96 1.0 892 
 
892 52.2 
 
52.2 
 
-12.49 c -12.49 
Event97 1.0 588 
 
588 65.0 
 
65.0 
 
-8.67 c -8.67 
            
            Table 2 (cont.) 
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SARM's outputs 
     
  
      Predicted Shock Travel Times 
 
Normalized prediction error 
 
Shock 
  
Average With CME With Flare With CME & 
 
With CME With Flare With CME & 
 
Distance Vcmex  saVcmex  Vcmex & saVcmex Data Only Data Only Flare Data 
 
Data Only Data Only Flare Data 
Event AU km/s kms-1 kms-1 hours Hours hours   hours hours hours 
Event98 1.0 732 
 
732 52.4 
 
52.4 
 
-2.94 c -2.94 
Event99 1.0 957 
 
957 40.2 
 
40.2 
 
-5.00 c -5.00 
Event100 1.0 528 350 439 90.7 74.8 83.6 
 
10.89 -5.03 3.82 
Event101 1.4 2271 1017 1644 48.4 71.1 56.6 
 
21.68 -1.05 13.52 
Event102 1.4 3045 2883 2964 35.0 37.3 36.1 
 
7.04 4.69 5.93 
Event103 1.4 2101 2051 2076 41.8 47.2 44.3 
 
-3.18 -8.58 -5.66 
Event104 1.4 1929 2158 2044 53.6 54.1 53.8 
 
15.94 15.40 15.68 
Event105 1.4 2154 917 1535 50.6 74.2 59.1 
 
17.42 -6.23 8.94 
Event106 1.4 1943 1058 1500 47.8 64.5 54.4 
 
2.49 -14.19 -4.14 
Event107 1.4 3200 2073 2637 32.3 42.8 36.5 
 
0.72 -9.35 -3.12 
Event108 1.4 1227 1000 1113 59.1 66.3 62.4 
 
-11.60 -18.80 -14.91 
Event109 1.4 1794 1562 1678 48.6 52.9 50.6 
 
-2.14 -6.38 -4.14 
Event110 1.5 573 2391 1482 
     
d d 
Event111 1.6 2048 2597 2322 51.5 57.3 54.1 
 
2.03 -3.84 -0.62 
Event112 1.6 1363 1157 1260 66.7 76.2 71.0 
 
0.40 -9.06 -3.86 
Event113 1.6 1035 2553 1794 78.9 59.7 67.0 
 
-0.86 18.30 10.99 
Event114 5.0 n/a 907 907 
 
327.2 327.2 
  
5.59 5.59 
Event115 5.2 2105 2486 2296 205.3 207.3 206.1 
 
7.16 5.10 6.32 
Event116 5.2 2204 
 
2204 174.9 
 
174.9 
 
1.28 c 1.28 
Event117 5.3 4532 
 
2224 3378 146.0 162.4 149.6 
 
8.07 -8.25 4.46 
Event118 5.4 242 
 
242 
    
b c b, c 
Event119 6.6 2130 1633 1882 329.0 337.5 332.8 
 
19.51 10.98 15.74 
Event120 8.7 3753 2148 2950 175.9 188.5 180.8 
 
-1.41 -13.98 -6.27 
 
a
 This table lists the normalized mean absolute errors of the SARM's predictions by using the CME and flare 
data. Column 1 shows the identifiers of the events. Column 2 presents the distance at which the shock was 
detected. Columns 3, 4 and 5 list the used Vcmex, saVcmex and the average (Vcmex, saVcmex), respectively. Columns 6, 
7 and 8 present the prediction by using the speeds listed in columns 3-5, and columns 7-9 show the normalized absolute 
errors (i.e., absolute error / distance in AU) of the predictions using CME data only (column 9), flare data only (column 
10) and both CME and flare data (column 11). 
b
 Prediction using CME and flare data was filtered out because the Euclidean angular distance between the flare and the 
spacecraft locations  is greater than 60º. 
c  
Prediction using CME data only was filtered out because CME initial speed is lower than 330 km s-1.
 
d  
Prediction using flare data only was filtered out because the associated flare peak flux is < C4 or no flare data is available.  
 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of errors of SARM predictions using CME and flare data. 
These errors were extracted from the results presented in Table 2. The top chart shows 
the distribution of errors for all shocks in Table 1 from 0.72 AU to 8.7 AU. The top chart 
also shows that the mean, median and standard deviation of normalized absolute errors 
are 7.1 h, 5.1 h, and 6.0 h, respectively. The bottom chart shows the distribution of errors 
for shocks at 1 AU. The bottom chart also shows that the mean, median and standard 
deviation of the normalized absolute errors for 1 AU are 7.0 h, 5.0 h, and 6.3 h, 
respectively. For both figures, the most frequent interval of errors is [-2.5 h, 2.5 h]. 
Figure 3 shows the normalized mean absolute errors for five groups of distances (i.e., 072 
AU, 1 AU, 1.4-1.6 AU and 5.0-5.4 AU and 6.6-8.7 AU) from predictions using CME and/or 
flare data. It can be seen that the error averages using CME and flare data are less than 8.5 h, 
except for large distances 6.6-8.7 AU. The best normalized mean absolute error was obtained 
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from predictions of shock arrival times for distances in the interval 5.0-5.4 AU, which was 
4.5 h. In the case of 1 AU, the normalized mean absolute error is 7.0 h using both flare and 
CME data; if only CME speeds are used, the MAE was 9.2 h; and if only flare data are used, 
the MAE was 8.4 h.  
. 
 
Figure 3. Distribution of normalized mean absolute errors for several groups of shock 
distances from CME and/or flare data. Blue, red and green bars show the normalized mean 
absolute errors using CME data only, flare data only, and both CME and flare data, 
respectively. Regarding the use of both CME and flare data, the least normalized mean 
absolute error was obtained from predictions of shock arrival times for distances in the 
interval 5 AU-5.4 AU, which was 4.5 h; the highest normalized mean absolute error was 
obtained from predictions for distances in the interval 6.6-8.7 AU, which was 11.0 h. 
 
 
 
Figure 4 shows the forecasting error for those cases where flares were used. It presents the 
normalized mean absolute errors for several ranges of flare peak flux. It can be seen that 
SARM's forecasts using CME & flare data (green bars) are better when shocks are associated 
with >M4 flares. It is interesting to see that the SARM propagation model is also good for 
predicting the arrival time from CME data only when the shocks are associated with >M4 
flares. Section 3.2, obtained a similar conclusion with validation experiments that use the 
earthward speed calculated from radial speeds. 
 
Figure 4. This chart shows the normalized mean absolute error depending on the associated 
flare's peak flux. The left group of bars shows the errors for the case in which the shock is 
not associated with a flare or it is associated with a <C4 flare. If the shock is associated with 
a ≥C4 flare, the figure shows the normalized mean absolute error depending on whether the 
flare's peak flux is between an interval (i.e. C4 - M3, M4 - X3, and ≥X3). It can be seen that 
SARM's forecasts are better as shocks are associated with >M4 flares. 
The ESA model [Gopalswamy et al., 2005a] was introduced with 29 events that are included 
in Table 1. Gopalswamy et al. [2005a] reported a mean absolute error of 12 hours. For these 
data, SARM's combined approach (i.e., using CME and flare data) obtained a lower mean 
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absolute error, which was 9.1 hours. Since ESA and SARM models used the same shock data 
during their calibration, this comparison is valid.  
In Falkenberg, et al. [2011], a study was carried out using ENLILv2.6 for predicting shock 
arrivals at Earth and Mars. Falkenberg et al. [2011] reported a mean absolute error of 19.16 
hours (by using manual parameter settings) while SARM obtained a mean absolute error of 
12.86 hours; however, these results are not conclusive because SARM's triggering conditions 
filtered out several shocks, and these shocks were part of SARM's calibration data set. In 
section 3.2, a comparison is made with 1-AU shock data not included in the SARM 
calibration dataset which will allow us to provide a valid conclusion with regard to the 
comparison of SARM and the ENLIL models. 
 
Figure 5. Mean absolute error of arrival predictions to 1 AU as a function of the data 
availability. The first bar shows the mean absolute errors if only flare data are used. The 
second, third and fourth bars show the mean absolute errors if only plane-of-sky, cone-
model-estimated, or radial CME speeds are used. The fifth column presents the mean 
absolute errors if both flare and true CME speed (radial or cone-model speeds) are used. 
This figure shows that the worst results were obtained if only plane-of-sky speed data are 
used (9.9 h). The best results are obtained when both flare and true CME speeds are 
used (5.8 h). 
Figure 5 summarizes the SARM's absolute errors of arrival predictions to 1 AU as function of 
the data availability. These MAE errors were extracted from the results presented in Table 2.  
The first bar shows that SARM obtained a MAE of 8.4.h if only flare data are available. The 
second bar shows a MAE of 9.9.h if only plane-of-sky CME speed data are available. Since 
plane-of-sky speed VPOS are lower than the actual CME speeds, they were statistically 
adjusted to actual speeds (see section 2.1) by minimizing their normalized MAE error. The 
third bar shows a MAE of 8.3 h if only cone-model-corrected CME speeds are used. Cone-
model speeds are considered true speeds, for this reason if only cone-model speed VE are 
available, VcmeE = VE. The fourth bar presents a MAE of 8.2 h if only radial CME speeds are 
used. And finally, the fifth bar presents a MAE of 5.8 h if true CME speeds (i.e., cone-model 
or projected-radial speeds) and flare data are used. The improvement of MAE using flare data 
and true CME data is nearly 30% compared to the MAE obtained with any true CME speed 
alone (i.e., projected radial speed or cone-mode-based CME speed). 
Regarding Figures 2 to 5, the following conclusions may be drawn: in the case of 1 AU, the 
normalized mean and the median of absolute errors were 7.1 h and 5.1 h respectively; the 
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mean absolute error using both true CME speeds and flare data was 5.8 h; for the prediction 
of shock arrivals at distances from 0.72 to 8.7 AU, the normalized mean and the median of 
absolute errors were 7.0 h and 5.0 h, respectively. If only CME data are available or if only 
flare data are available, the normalized MAE errors were 8.9 h and 8.6 h respectively, using 
all shock events. 
3.2. Validation of the model 
This section presents validation experiments with shock data that were not included in the 
calibration of the model. In this validation test, a list of 20 shock data selected in a recent 
study by Gopalswamy et al. [2013] is presented, in which radial CME speeds are obtained by 
using STEREO A/B data.  
Gopalswamy et al. [2013] reported the forecasting error with CME speeds calculated for the 
ecliptic plane using STEREO data. An additional advantage of this shock data is that they 
reported a comparison between the ESA and ENLIL model, which was useful to compare 
SARM with these two state-of-the-art models. Of the 20 shocks, Gopalswamy et al. [2013] 
reported 2 shocks associated with complex CME-CME and CME-coronal hole interaction 
which could lead to large deviations from model predictions [Nieves-Chinchilla et al., 2012, 
2013]. 
Table 3 presents the subset of 20 full halo events selected by Gopalswamy et al. [2013], and 
the forecast results after applying SARM and ENLIL with the same CME data.  
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Table 3. Shock data from Taktakishvili et al. [2012] and Gopalswamy et al. [2013] which includes 
radial and earthward CME speeds (using two measuring approaches). This table also presents the 
associated flare data.
 a
 
                    
 
Shock 
Trans
it CME Radial Earthward Earthward Flare 
Flar
e Flare 
  
data and 
time Time 
Date and 
time 
Speed 
(Vcme) 
speed 
(VcmeE) 
speed_1 
(Vcme1E) location 
clas
s 
Duratio
n 
(h) 
eventT1 
2/15/10 
17:28 75.9 
2/12/10 
13:31 867 765 756 
N26E1
1 
M8.
3 0.15 
eventT2 
4/11/10 
12:18 79.8 4/8/10 4:30 771 677 630 
N24E1
6 
  
eventT3 
8/3/10 
16:51 56.4 8/1/10 8:24 1031 784 1257 
N20E3
6 
C3.
2 1.67 
eventT4 
2/18/11 
0:40 70.1 
2/15/11 
2:36 945 879 864 
N12W1
8 
X2.
2 0.37 
eventT5 
3/10/11 
5:45 63.0 
3/7/11 
14:48 691 633 738 
N11E2
1 
M1.
9 1.18 
eventT6 
6/23/11 
2:18 47.0 
6/21/11 
3:16 986 939 812 
N16W0
8 
  
eventT7 
8/4/11 
21:10 62.6 8/2/11 6:36 1015 951 883 
N14W1
5 
M1.
4 1.48 
eventT8 
8/5/11 
17:23 52.1 
8/3/11 
13:17 1322 1062 1161 
N22W3
0 
M6.
0 0.88 
eventT9 
8/5/11 
18:32 38.9 8/4/11 3:40 1709 1307 1945 
N19W3
6 
M9.
3 0.38 
eventT1
0 
9/9/11 
11:49 81.4 9/6/11 2:24 513 494 521 
N14W0
7 
M5.
3 0.50 
eventT1
1 
9/17/11 
3:05 75.1 
9/14/11 
0:00 577 534 467 
N22W0
3 
  eventT1
2 
11/12/11 
5:10 63.6 
11/9/11 
13:36 1366 911 1210 
N22E4
4 
M1.
1 1.13 
eventT1
3 
1/22/12 
5:18 62.9 
1/19/12 
14:25 1153 907 674 
N32E2
2 
  eventT1
4 
1/24/12 
14:33 34.9 
1/23/12 
3:38 2002 1645 1245 
N29W2
0 
M8.
7 0.93 
eventT1
5 
2/26/12 
21:07 65.3 
2/24/12 
3:46 779 623 678 
N25E2
8 
  eventT1
6 
3/8/12 
10:53 33.3 3/7/12 1:36 2190 1866 1402 
N17E2
7 
X5.
4 0.63 
eventT1
7 
3/11/12 
12:52 56.6 3/9/12 4:14 861 822 1176 
N17W0
3 
  eventT1
8 
3/12/12 
8:45 39.1 
3/10/12 
17:40 1558 1361 1081 
N17W2
4 
M8.
4 1.25 
eventT1
9 
6/16/12 
8:52 42.3 
6/14/12 
14:36 1207 1148 1317 
S17E0
6 
M1.
9 3.07 
eventT2
0 
7/14/12 
17:27 48.6 
7/12/12 
16:49 1548 1502 1210 
S14W0
1 
X1.
4 1.88 
          a 
This table presents the subset of 20 full halo events selected by Gopalswamy et al. [2013]. Column 1 
presents the identifier of the event. Column 2 presents the date and time of shocks. The transit times are 
listed in column 3. The associated CMEs at the sun (date and time) are listed in column 4. The CME time 
refers to the first appearance of the CME in the STEREO/COR2 FOV. The solar source of the CME is 
identified as the heliographic coordinates of the eruption location observed in EUV images either from the 
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) or STEREO. The speed measured in that STEREO/COR2 FOV in 
which the CME was closest to the limb is the radial speed (Vrad) of the CME is presented in column 5 as 
Vcme. The speed is the average speed within the COR2 FOV obtained by fitting a straight line to the height-
time measurements. The earthward speed VcmeE (column 6) was obtained by applying a simple projection 
correction to the COR2 radial speed i.e., VcmeE = Vcme * cos  ( * cos (  km s
-1
, where a and b are the 
heliolongitude and heliolatitude of the solar event location (SARM also uses this projection formula to 
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calculate the earthward CME speed (see equation (2)); for this reason, we kept the same speed name, 
VcmeE). Column 7  lists the earthward CME speeds in the ecliptic plane from STEREO A/B data (Vcme1E) 
calculated by Gopalswamy et al. [2013] by making the CME height-time measurements at position angles 
90º (STA) and 270º (STB), neglecting the solar B0 angle (the heliographic latitude of the ecliptic).  The 
associated flare's location, peak and duration are listed in columns 8, 9 and 10, respectively.  
 
Table 4 presents the absolute errors in two validation tests: Test A) by using the 20 events 
selected by Gopalswamy et al. [2013], and Test B) by using the 15 shock cases that are 
common between Taktakishvili et al. [2012] and Gopalswamy et al. [2013]. According to the 
summary of Table 4 (see last three rows), SARM's absolute errors are lower than ESA's 
absolute errors in all tests and statistical measures. The last three columns of Table 4 also 
show that ENLIL's absolute errors are the lowest.   
 
Table 4. Validation test of SARM and comparison with ESA and ENLIL 
a
 
                    
   
 
       Test A [Gopalswamy et al., 2013] 
 
         Test B [Taktakishvili et al., 2012]   
 
Using VcmeE    Using Vcme1E 
 
Using VcmeE  
 
Using Vcme1E 
  ESA SARM   ESA SARM   ESA SARM   ESA SARM ENLIL 
eventT1 11.7 12.3 
 
11.0 12.02 
       eventT2 8.7 19.2 
 
4.7 16.95 
 
8.7 19.2 
 
4.7 16.95 3.3 
eventT3 6.4 0.2 
 
18.1 14.15 
 
6.4 0.2 
 
18.1 14.15 6.9 
eventT4 13.4 23.1 
 
12.5 22.89 
 
13.4 23.1 
 
12.5 22.89 9.8 
eventT5 11.8 2.2 
 
3.3 4.52 
 
11.8 2.2 
 
3.3 4.52 1.8 
eventT6 6.1 3.6 
 
14.0 8.04 
 
6.1 3.6 
 
14.0 8.04 9.6 
eventT7 10.2 8.0 
 
6.2 6.72 
       eventT8 5.5 3.1 
 
9.9 4.55 
 
5.5 3.1 
 
9.9 4.55 0.4 
eventT9 2.3 9.2 
 
16.9 1.53 
       eventT10 6.7 20.0 
 
3.9 20.57 
 
6.7 20.0 
 
3.9 20.57 5.2 
eventT11 8.9 7.2 
 
15.9 3.08 
 
8.9 7.2 
 
15.9 3.08 5.9 
eventT12 8.9 0.4 
 
23.4 7.17 
 
8.9 0.4 
 
23.4 7.17 3.5 
eventT13 8.0 11.0 
 
8.4 2.11 
       eventT14 7.6 5.0 
 
3.9 9.26 
 
7.6 5.0 
 
3.9 9.26 0.5 
eventT15 10.4 2.1 
 
5.7 4.77 
 
10.4 2.1 
 
5.7 4.77 1.0 
eventT16 10.3 0.0 
 
14.5 3.52 
 
10.3 0.0 
 
14.5 3.52 0.8 
eventT17 3.7 2.0 
 
15.1 12.46 
       eventT18 4.3 1.9 
 
6.6 5.02 
 
4.3 1.9 
 
6.6 5.02 14.3 
eventT19 0.4 2.6 
 
6.0 0.65 
 
0.4 2.6 
 
6.0 0.65 10.0 
eventT20 17.9 13.6   8.4 11.25   17.9 13.6   8.4 11.25 5.5 
Summary of results: 
            - Mean: 8.2 7.3 
 
10.4 8.6 
 
8.5 6.9 
 
10.1 9.1 5.2 
- Mean w/o outliers: 7.3 6.1   10.4 7.6   7.4 5.2   10.0 7.9 4.9 
- Median: 8.4 4.3 
 
9.2 6.9 
 
8.7 3.1 
 
8.4 7.2 5.2 
             
             a Table 4 presents the absolute errors in two validation tests: Test A) by using the 20 events selected by 
Gopalswamy et al. [2013], and Test B) by using the 15 shock cases that are common between Taktakishvili 
et al. [2012] and Gopalswamy et al. [2013]. Column 1 presents the shock identifier. Columns 2 to 5 present 
the mean absolute errors for Validation Test A using the ESA and SARM models with two CME speeds 
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(i.e., VcmeE and Vcme1E), and Columns 6 to 10 present the mean absolute errors of ESA, SARM and 
ENLIL (reported by Taktakishvili et al. [2012] for the Test B) using the mentioned speeds. The last three 
columns of Table 4 present the summary of the results. The first row of the summary presents the mean of 
the absolute errors of the respective columns. The second row of the summary presents the mean of 
absolute error without considering two outliers identified by Gopalswamy et al. [2013] because of CME-
CME and CME-Coronal hole interactions (i.e., eventT4 and eventT20); the last row of the summary 
presents the median of the respective columns.   
 
Figure 6 shows the distribution of errors of SARM predictions with CME data (using the 
speed estimation approach VcmeE) and flare data with the dataset in Gopalswamy et al. 
[2013].  This figure also shows that the most frequent error interval is [2.5 h, 7.5 h], the MAE 
is 7.3 h, and the standard deviation of errors is 7.1 h. Note that the MAE for the calibration 
shock events at 1 AU (i.e., 7.0 h − see Figure 2b) is similar to the MAE with the validation 
shock events at 1 AU (i.e., 7.3 h − see Figure 6). These results also show that the overall 
performances of SARM with the calibration and validation shock cases were similar.  
Figure 6. Distribution of errors of SARM predictions with CME data (using the speed 
estimation approach VcmeE) and flare data with the test set using VcmeE  in Gopalswamy et 
al. [2013].  These errors were extracted from the results presented in Table 4. This figure 
shows that the most frequent error interval is [2.5 h, 7.5 h], the MAE is 7.3 h, and the 
standard deviation of errors is 7.1 h.  
 
From Table 4 we may say that ENLIL's median of absolute errors and MAE are lower than 
those errors yielded by the SARM and the ESA models, and that SARM's median of absolute 
errors and MAE are lower than those errors of the ESA models in tests A and B, and in every 
particular condition (i.e., with and without outliers). With the aim of studying the statistical 
support of the differences between the median of absolute errors of the three models shown in 
the last three columns in Table 4 (i.e., 8.4 h, 7.2 h, and 5.2 h for the ESA, SARM, and ENLIL 
models, respectively), we applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [Wilcoxon, 1945] with a 
statistical significance of 0.05. We conclude that there is statistical evidence of the difference 
between the aforementioned errors of ENLIL and ESA (0.01< p < 0.02), i.e., the probability 
of obtaining similar results by chance is very low, so the conclusion that ENLIL yields a 
lower median of absolute errors is statistically supported; on the other hand, we also 
concluded that there is no statistical evidence of the difference between the medians of 
absolute errors of ENLIL and SARM (0.05< p <0.1), and between the aforementioned errors 
of  SARM and ESA (p >0.2); therefore, no statistically supported conclusions may be drawn 
with the later comparisons. 
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The mean absolute errors presented in section 3 may be verified by using data in Table 1 and 
Table 3 as input to the SARM model that is available in 
http://spaceweather.uma.es/sarm/index.html. 
4. Conclusions 
This paper has presented the SARM (Shock Arrival Model) tool’s principles for the 
prediction of shock arrival times for distances from 0.72 AU to 8.7 AU. This drag-based 
model is the result of a comprehensive analysis of data, catalogs and observations of CMEs 
and flares from heliospheric observatories.  
The SARM model is an empirical drag model that calculates the shock speed as a function of 
its location, and whose motion is subjected to a drag force, until a constant speed is reached. 
A dataset of 120 shocks observed from 1997 to 2010 was used to find the best coefficients 
that allow the absolute errors to be minimized. The coefficients were obtained by minimizing 
the normalized mean absolute errors, that is, those where the absolute error is divided by the 
shock distance in AUs. 
The SARM model calculates the shock speed by using  the differential equation (2) dx/dt = 
Vdriverx  e
-7x
+ 0.42 Vdriverx + 330 km s
-1
, where Vdriverx is a function of the CME data 
(radial, earthward or plane-of-sky speeds) and the flare data (peak flux, duration, and 
location).  This model may also be used with the CME data only or with flare data only.  
For the prediction of shock arrivals at distances from 0.72 AU to 8.7 AU, the MAE error was 
7.1 hours. This average was lower than the errors using the individual approaches: 8.9 h using 
the CME data only (radial, cone-model, plane-of-sky speeds) and 8.6 h using flare data only.  
For 1 AU, the MAE error was 7.0 h. This average was lower than the errors using the 
individual approaches: 9.2 h using the CME data only (radial, cone-model, plane-of-sky 
speeds) and 8.4 h using flare data only. The best combination for 1 AU was found using both 
flare and true CME data (radial or cone-model-estimated speed), which obtained a MAE of 
5.8 h. It is important to note the very satisfactory results of SARM in terms of the median: for 
1 AU, for example, the median of absolute errors was 5.0 h during the calibration phase (see 
Figure 2). For all shocks the median of normalized absolute errors was also low (5.1 h). 
SARM model was compared with the empirical ESA model [Gopalswamy et al., 2005a] and 
the numerical MHD-based model ENLIL [Odstrcil et al., 2004] with a dataset of 20 shocks 
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that were not used during the calibration phase (see Table 4). These shocks were observed at 
1 AU and associated with true CME data from 2010 to 2012 [Taktakishvili et al., 2012; 
Gopalswamy et al. 2013]. The ESA model obtained a MAE error of 8.16 h taking into 
account all shock events and using true CME speeds. SARM obtained a MAE of 7.3 h with 
these shock events and using both true CME data (with the same simple projection approach) 
and flare data. Gopalswamy et al. [2013] also found that the predictions of two of these 
events obtained large deviations due to complex CME-CME and CME-coronal hole 
interactions, considered as outliers. For this reason, the main result that they reported was 
obtained without considering the aforementioned complex interplanetary events. They 
reported a MAE of 7.3 h for the 18 shocks without the outliers. SARM obtained a MAE of 
6.1 h for the same 18 shock events (using CME and flare data).  
Table 4 also shows that the median of absolute errors obtained by the ENLIL, SARM and 
ESA models were 5.2 h, 7.2 h, and 8.4 h, respectively. In order to test the statistical support 
of these results, we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a statistical significance of 0.05. 
We concluded that the ENLIL's median of absolute error is significantly lower than the same 
error of the ESA model, and that there is no statistical support of the differences between the 
median of absolute errors of ENLIL and SARM, nor between the median of absolute errors of 
SARM and ESA. 
Although promising, the SARM model needs to be tested with real-time data for a large 
period of continuous operations. In an operational mode, predictors yield higher errors than 
those using historical data (e.g., Zhao and Dryer [2014] concluded that operational 
CME/shock arrival time prediction models for 1 AU generally yield mean absolute errors of 
10 h for a large number of data events). 
Although there is no physical relationship between flares and CME-driven shocks, this study 
shows that it is possible to predict shock arrival times using flare data alone, and that the best 
results are obtained when true CME speeds and flare data are used. 
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Figure 1. This figure illustrates the design strategy of the SARM model. The solid red curve 
shows an MHD-simulated shock speed profile as a function of distance (AU) from the sun to 6 
AU for the case of the Bastille Day CME-driven shock on July 14th, 2000. This profile was 
derived from the results obtained by Von Steiger & Richardson [2006], using a 2.5-D MHD 
numerical model [Wang et al., 2001; Wang and Richardson, 2003]. The green dashed line shows 
the mean solar wind speed, which is approximately 400 km s
-1
 according to several authors 
[Burlaga, 1995; Fleishman and Toptygin, 2013]. The blue curve shows the SARM's target shock 
speed profile: the IP shock speed decreases due to the solar-wind induced drag on its driver 
(i.e. the CME) until it reaches an asymptotic speed Va, which is calculated from the initial CME 
speed and the peak flux and duration of the associated flare. 
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of errors of SARM predictions using CME and flare data. These 
errors were extracted from the results presented in Table 2. The top chart shows the distribution 
of errors for all shocks in Table 1 from 0.72 AU to 8.7 AU. The top chart also shows that the 
mean, median and standard deviation of normalized absolute errors are 7.1 h, 5.1 h, and 6.0 h, 
respectively. The bottom chart shows the distribution of errors for shocks at 1 AU. The bottom 
chart also shows that the mean, median and standard deviation of the normalized absolute errors 
for 1 AU are 7.0 h, 5.0 h, and 6.3 h, respectively. For both figures, the most frequent interval of 
errors is [-2.5 h, 2.5 h]. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of normalized mean absolute errors for several groups of shock distances from 
CME and/or flare data. Blue, red and green bars show the normalized mean absolute errors using 
CME data only, flare data only, and both CME and flare data, respectively. Regarding the use of both 
CME and flare data, the least normalized mean absolute error was obtained from predictions of shock 
arrival times for distances in the interval 5 AU-5.4 AU, which was 4.5 h; the highest normalized mean 
absolute error was obtained from predictions for distances in the interval 6.6-8.7 AU, which was 11.0 
h. 
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Figure 4. This chart shows the normalized mean absolute error depending on the associated 
flare's peak flux. The left group of bars shows the errors for the case in which the shock is not 
associated with a flare or it is associated with a <C4 flare. If the shock is associated with a ≥C4 
flare, the figure shows the normalized mean absolute error depending on whether the flare's peak 
flux is between an interval (i.e. C4 - M3, M4 - X3, and ≥X3). It can be seen that SARM's 
forecasts are better as shocks are associated with >M4 flares. 
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Figure 5. Mean absolute error of arrival predictions to 1 AU as a function of the data 
availability. The first bar shows the mean absolute errors if only flare data are used. The second, 
third and fourth bars show the mean absolute errors if only plane-of-sky, cone-model-estimated, 
or radial CME speeds are used. The fifth column presents the mean absolute errors if both flare 
and true CME speed (radial or cone-model speeds) are used. This figure shows that the worst 
results were obtained if only plane-of-sky speed data are used (9.9 h). The best results are 
obtained when both flare and true CME speeds are used (5.8 h). 
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Figure 6. Distribution of errors of SARM predictions with CME data (using the speed 
estimation approach VcmeE) and flare data with the test set using VcmeE  in Gopalswamy et 
al. [2013].  These errors were extracted from the results presented in Table 4. This figure 
shows that the most frequent error interval is [2.5 h, 7.5 h], the MAE is 7.3 h, and the 
standard deviation of errors is 7.1 h.  
 
